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Agenda - understanding how AI creates value

▪ Look at questions including: 

▪ How can the landscape and dynamics of AI activity be better understood?  

▪ Who is making money and winning with AI today and tomorrow? 

▪ What does this mean for key players: 

▪ What are the strategies and use cases to help me successful deploy AI in my business?  

▪ What are the use case opportunities and best practice for AI startups? 

▪ What should investors be thinking about in their AI investments?
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Co-Founder and Partner BestPractice.ai

https://www.srgresearch.com/articles/cloud-growth-rate-increases-amazon-microsoft-google-all-gain-market-share

COMMERCIAL & DIGITAL

• Switched to the commercial track with a MBA from Harvard Business School


• 20 years as CEO, GM and CDO driving growth, innovation and transformation with 
advanced technology, data science and artificial intelligence internationally

AI & SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

• Started out on the engineering track with a BA in Computer Science & AI


• Co-founded the MapQuest.com service  in 1996 - early internet mapping brand and unicorn

STARTUP

• Former Venture Partner and now Advisor at DN Capital


• Co-President of Harvard Business School Alumni Angels of London 

• Founder & Partner, Best Practice AI - executive advisory services to help corporates 
and startups accelerate their adoption of practical and ROI driven AI.
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BestPractice.ai - executive AI advisory

Who we are? 
▪ Boutique advisory firm that helps corporates, startups and private 

equity accelerate their adoption of practical and ROI driven AI 

▪ Bridge the gap between AI practitioners and the business world

▪ Experienced C-level perspective 

▪ Based in Shoreditch, London 

▪ Publisher of the world’s leading library of AI use cases and case 
studies:

▪ 600 use cases  

▪ 850 case studies from 60+ countries 

▪ Covering 45 industries and 65 functions 

▪ Significant comparable detailed data  

▪ International track record of clients served at start-up, corporate and 
investor level.

What our clients say? 
“The guys at Best Practice AI really 
understood the challenges that AI start-ups 
face and helped us think through the 
commercial, strategic and management 
options that we faced in the run up to our very 
successful exit this year.” 
CEO at Bloomsbury AI 

“It’s always a pleasure to work with the 
Bestpractice.ai team - they helped us to break 
into a new sector and raise funding.”   
CEO at Seldon 

“Best Practice AI … enabled us to make a 
better investment decision.”  
Partner, Verdane - Leading Investor
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AI is a story of many boom and busts

“Machines will be capable 
within twenty years of doing 

any work a man can do.

H e r b e r t  S i m o n
C M U

Within a generation…I am 
convinced…the problems 

of creating artificial 
intelligence will be 

substantially solved.

“
M a r v i n  M i n s k y

M I T

Within our lifetime 
machines may surpass 

humans in general 
intelligence

““Within ten years a digital 
computer will win the 

world’s chess champion.

A l l e n  N e w e l l
C M U

1958 1961 1961 1967

▪ 1960s mathematical symbolic AI hype followed by 1970s bust 

▪ 1980s expert systems hype followed by 1990s and 2000s bust 

▪ 2010s AI is back!

I  g r a d u a t e d  w i t h  a  d e g r e e  i n  A I
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Ready for another AI gold rush?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/artimanmanagement/2014/10/28/drone-technology-investment-bet-on-the-picks-and-shovels/#7bb7b4cc5313
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But is it different now?  The power of exponential!

THE 1990 COST OFTHE  
COMPUTER POWER OF A 

DEVICE EQUIVALENT TO AN 
IPHONE 

$ 5 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 +

THE SPEED OF A CAR TODAY 
IF ITS SPEED HAD IMPROVED 

AT THE SAME RATE AS 
COMPUTATIONAL CHIPS 

SINCE 1971

4 2 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  M P H

ESTIMATE OF AMOUNT OF 
DATA BYTES THAT WILL BE 
CREATED EVERY SECOND 
BY EVERY PERSON ON THE 

PLANET IN 2020 

1 , 7 0 0 , 0 0 0  B Y T E S

CHEAPER STORAGE  ($ /
GIGABYE) TODAY THAN 

1993

2 8 , 4 5 0 x

https://towardsdatascience.com/deep-learning-framework-power-scores-2018-23607ddf297a

THE COST OF MANY OF THE 
AI FRAMEWORKS, LIBRARY 

AND TOOLS

$ 0



The industry map of AI
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Enterprise 

Solutions

4

Chips
1

Platform & 
infrastructure

2

Vertical Industry 
solutions

5

Corporates
6

Healthcare & Life Sciences Finance & Insurance Agriculture Automotive Legal & Compliance Industrials, Robotics & 
Logistics

Frameworks & 

algorithms 

3

Nations
7

* Excludes SMB 

sectors.  The 

companies noted 

are representative 

of larger players in 

each category but 

in no way is this 

list intended to be 

comprehensive or 

predictive.

** Acquired by Cisco 

and Google 
respectively.

Conversational 
agents**

VisionCore 
Algorithms

NLP & 
Semantics

Speech

Who will capture the value in AI?  An AI industry map

AutomotiveFinance & 
Insurance

Healthcare Agriculture Legal & 
Compliance

Industrials, Retail, media, otherTech & Telco

Customer 
Management

Intelligence & 
Analytics

CybersecurityMarketing & 
Sales

HR & Talent ToolsRPA,  
Other

Consultants

Sources: CBInsights, 
Crunch Base, and misc. 
others
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Who’s got the best chips?
▪ Deep learning requires trillions of tensor calculations 

▪ The demand is increasing faster than the price has fallen exponentially 

▪ Incumbent chip manufactures, such as Intel, want to stay relevant to AI 

▪ Nvidia’s stock price is up 1500% in just the past three years 

▪ Google offers TPU and Microsoft its Brainwave AI.  And Facebook? 

▪ Startups such as Graphcore have raised over $110M 

▪ China has developed the really ‘Big Fund’ (rumoured $140B) to grow 
their semiconductor industry - leaders include Cambricon Technology 

▪ The winners will be the few and the massive: 

▪ Owning the best AI chips requires big $$$ and expertise 

▪ Semiconductors will be the “picks and shovels” of AI.

https://www.srgresearch.com/articles/cloud-growth-rate-increases-amazon-microsoft-google-all-gain-market-share

“This Tech Company May Be Near a ‘Tipping 

Point’ in Dominating Artificial Intelligence.”  

Barron’s on Nvidia Sep 30th 2018

1
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Who’s got the best cloud services? 
IaaS and PaaS

▪ Amazon Web Services (AWS) scaled the cloud category in 2006 

▪ Microsoft is successfully growing their cloud business: 

▪ Azure is their hybrid public and private cloud offering 

▪ Rumoured to have over 1m computers in their service 

▪ Google Cloud is attempting to play catch up 

▪ And IBM continues to offers its corporate customers cloud services  

▪ Alibaba is starting to become a major cloud payer 

▪ The winners will be the few and the massive: 

▪ Organisations globally will increasingly “rent” Vs “buy” comp services 

▪ Owning the best AI clouds requires big $$$ and expertise 

▪ Cloud providers will again be the “picks and shovels” of AI.

https://www.srgresearch.com/articles/cloud-growth-rate-increases-amazon-microsoft-google-all-gain-market-share

2
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Who’s got the best frameworks and algorithms?   
The rise of AI as a Service (AIaaS)

▪ Powering most AI solutions will be machine learning frameworks and algorithms for NLP, 
conversational agents, speech and vision  

▪ Much will be provided in form of AI as a Service (AIaaS) and tied closely to their clouds 

▪ Tech giants are duking it out to offer the best frameworks and algorithms 

▪ Microsoft’s GM of AI, David Carmona, says there are “1.2 million developers using our 
cognitive services while 300,000 use conversational AI 

▪ And the giants are hiring the best AI researchers for $1,000,000+ annual salaries  

▪ Acquihires abound including our client Bloomsbury AI (right) 

▪ And the winners will be the massive: 

▪ Tech giants with their massive datasets, big fat cheque books, interesting problem 
spaces and openness to research publishing 

▪ Startups who can get capital, data and deployment scale avoiding the direct cross hairs 
of the giants or be acquihires 

▪ Again the “picks and shovels” will prosper.

3

https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/03/facebook-confirms-bloomsbury-ai-acquisition/

https://www.facebook.com/academics/photos/a.535022156549196.1073741825.144433258941423/1897623680289030/
https://www.thehindu.com/business/the-winters-of-artificial-intelligence-are-behind-us/article25150549.ece  

“Facebook confirms that it is acquiring [London 
based] Bloomsbury AI”, TechCrunch, 3rd July 
2018.  

The team’s “expertise will strengthen 
Facebook’s efforts in natural language 
processing research, and help us further 
understand natural language and its 
applications,” Facebook, 3rd July 2018. 

While financial terms were not disclosed, we 
reported that Facebook is paying between $23 

and $30 million,” TechCrunch, 3rd July 2018. 
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Who’s got the best AI enterprise solutions? 

▪ Enterprise software has traditionally been dominated by the likes of IBM, Salesforce, 
Oracle, SAP and Microsoft 

▪ The enterprise field for AI is much more wide open as start-ups raise capital to compete 
with incumbents: 

▪ DigitalGenius raised $25M including from Salesforce 

▪ Ziprecruiters raises $156M to build AI and ML tools for recruitment 

▪ HireVue raised $93M to accelerate video interviewing of candidates 

▪ UiPath, a RPA, has raised $400M to automate many data entry tasks  

▪ DigitalReasoning has raised $104M to provide corporate intelligence 

▪ DarkTrace has raised $230M to help guard against cyber threats 

▪ Tools company Petuum has raised $100M to accelerate enterprise AI 

▪ And consultancies proliferate 

▪ But the incumbents are not standing still as they look to get AI powered (right)

4

• “Announcing new AI and mixed reality business applications 

for Microsoft Dynamics [Sales and Customer Service]”, 

Microsoft Sep 18th, 2018 

• “Salesforce Strengthens Its AI Capabilities With an $800 

Million Purchase [of Datorama],” July 16th 2018 

• “SAP Acquires Recast.AI to Accelerate Natural Language 

Processing Capabilities,” 22nd Jan 2018. 

• “Google announces a suite of updates to its contact center 

tools,” July 2018. 

• “Google acquires AI customer service startup Onward,” 

October 2nd 2018.

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2018/09/18/announcing-new-ai-and-mixed-reality-business-applications-for-microsoft-dynamics/
https://www.salesforce.com/company/news-press/stories/2018/July/071618/ 
https://recast.ai/blog/sap-acquires-recast-ai-accelerate-natural-language-processing-capabilities/ 
https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/24/google-announces-a-suite-of-updates-to-its-contact-center-tools/ 
https://venturebeat.com/2018/10/02/google-acquires-onward-an-ai-customer-service-startup/ 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-03/talkdesk-raises-100-million-to-make-customer-service-less-terrible 

▪ Winners will be the incumbents and those who gain category leadership with scale of customers, data, capital and talent.

Intelligen
ce & 

Analytics

Cybersecu
rity

Marketing 
& Sales

HR & Talent ToolsCustomer 
Manageme

nt

RPA,  
Other

Consultant
s
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Who’s got the best vertical AI solutions?
▪ There are loads of new AI powered industry specific vertical companies looking to work with or disrupt corporates: 

▪ They are all raising tons of cash: 

▪ ZestFinance has raised nearly $217M to help improve credit decision making that will provide fair and 
transparent credit to everyone 

▪ Affirm, offers loans to consumers at the point of sale, and has raised $720M 

▪ Babylon health has raised over $57M 

▪ Drive.ai has raised over $77M 

▪ Benson-Hill has raised over $95M 

▪ Anki has raised over $182M 

▪ And the cheque books go on and on… 

▪ Winners will be those who can gain scale in terms of data, capital, talent along with leadership in their category.

5

Healthcare & Life Sciences Finance & Insurance Agriculture Automotive Legal & Compliance Industrials, Robotics & 
Logistics
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How will corporates benefit from AI?
▪ Gartner Research predicts AI-derived business value will reach up to $3.9 trillion by 2022 

▪ The corporates with their deep pockets, customers, brands, global reach and massive historical data sets are 
not standing still as these upstarts try to muscle in on their territories 

▪ We read everywhere that corporates are using chatbots for customer service, AI diagnostics in healthcare, 
predictive modelling for marketing and sales, and a myriad of other use cases 

▪ But the headlines are creating confusion and fear of massive job automation, transformation of complete 
industries, a surveillance society, and rumours of a lack of ethical and transparent automated decision making 

▪ But what is actually happening in corporates?

AutomotiveFinance & 
Insurance

Healthcare Agriculture Legal & 
Compliance

Industrials, Retail, media, otherTech & Telco

6

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3872933
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Analysing the value of AI -  introducing the Best Practice.AI Library
▪ We analysed over 10,000 articles and curated or 

created: 

▪ 600+ use cases 

▪ 850+ case studies 

▪ We looked across: 

▪ 45+ industries 

▪ 65+ functions 

▪ 60+ countries 

▪ 50+ business benefit types 

▪ 120 AI products and types 

▪ 2000+ AI vendors. 

▪ And voila the Best Practice AI map (right)
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Many of the functional use cases are in sales-marketing - 
customer service, supply chain - ops, and R&D
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Map of functional use cases

https://bestpractice.ai/scenarios/personalise_product_recommendations_and_advertising_to_target_individual_consumers
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Map of functional use cases > marketing

https://bestpractice.ai/scenarios/personalise_product_recommendations_and_advertising_to_target_individual_consumers
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Many of the 600 AI use cases are in the consumer goods and 
services, financial services and healthcare industries
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Map of industry use cases
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Map of industry use cases
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ALERT!  ALERT!  ALERT!


ROBOT AI SHOT


Let’s stop the gratuitous and 
sensationalist robots are 

coming alive imagery

So where’s the value in corporate?
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Well you might think chips

▪ AI Use Case > Detect defects and quality issues during production using visual and other data

Well you might think chips.  But think more like potato chips…
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Or you might ask where’s the meat in AI?

▪ AI Use Case > Optimise agricultural production process often in real time 

▪ AI Use Case > Tracking, monitoring and analysing livestock behaviour to optimise production

Or you might ask where’s the meat in AI?  And we see meat and veg…
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▪ AI Use Case > Diagnose known diseases from scans, biopsies, audio and other data

When you get health problems from eating too many 
potatoes let the machines diagnose you…
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▪ AI Use Case > Manage premium and risk pricing for underwriting 

▪ AI Use Case > Create more personalised insurance pricing based on actual monitored customer behaviour 

▪ AI Use Case > Enhance life insurance by improving life expectancy prediction and underwriting risk by analysing selfies

 And hopefully you will be able to get health and car insurance 
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▪ AI Use Case > Evaluate customer credit risk using application and other relevant data for faster and more efficient decisions 

▪ AI Use Case > Analyse credit worthiness of under-banked individuals to provide banking services 

And that’s if the banks will lend you money…
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▪ AI Use Case > Ensure inventory availability by predicting demand and triggering appropriate action 

▪ AI Use Case > Predict potential quality issues with products through visual recognition 

And now if you have money then you want to make sure the 
goods are good and available
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▪ AI Use Case > Diagnose known diseases from scans, biopsies,  etc 

▪ AI Use Case > Create ersatz individual digital presence based on digital content capture 

▪ AI Use Case > Tailor debt collection processes by identifying which practices are most effective for different segments of customers 

But remember AI will always be with you in death and taxes
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AI is an enabler and will create value across millions of 
organisation. AI will be ubiquitous.

▪ Just as the introduction of SQL databases in the 
80s enabled millions of applications and gave rise 
to industries such as CRM and ERP 

▪ So AI is basically a set of enabling tools, methods 
and frameworks that will help power millions of 
applications across organisations 

▪ Jeff Dean of Google Brain said there are 20 
million organisations today that could benefit from 
machine learning 

▪ And each organisation could end be using AI and 
machine learning across hundreds of use cases 

▪ AI will be ubiquitous and will be woven into the 
fabric of organisations globally.

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610554/how-the-ai-cloud-could-produce-the-richest-companies-ever/
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Overall by industry use cases could deliver benefits of cost 
reduction (55%), revenue increase (47%) and risk reduction (53%)
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Everyone’s talking about the AI transformation & revolution.  But corporates are 
mainly in the early phase of their AI journey - more an evolution than revolution.

Phase 1: AI-powered business optimisation

Phase II: AI enabled products and services

Phase III: AI enabled corporate transformations

Boring

Mundane

Robots Existential 

Threat

Job 

Threats
Business 

Revolution

Ethics Model 
transformation
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Which countries will extract value from AI?
▪ Countries are vying for AI supremacy with China looking to be 

global leader by 2030: 

▪ China has developed the ‘Big Fund’ estimated total 
investment at ~$140B to grow their semiconductor industry 

▪ France announces a $1.85B AI investment over the next 5 
years; government approval required for foreign AI take-overs 

▪ UK announces a $1.3B corporate and government AI 
investment 

▪ Europe announces a $22B AI investment to counter China 

▪ And then the Chinese city Tianjin sets up a $16B AI fund 

▪ Winners will be those with scale of data, capital, researcher, 
engineers, industry along with a favourable regulations.

7

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/london-tech-week---london-is-named-artificial-intelligence-ai-capital-of-europe-by-new-report-685101231.html 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-28/35-year-old-unknown-creates-the-world-s-most-valuable-st 
https://www.bytedance.com/ 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/the-top-5-chinese-ai-companies/ 

China’s “                           [AI powered content 
platform] said to be valued at over $75 billion in 
new round,” Bloomberg, Sep 28th 2018.  

China’s AI Top 50 according to the WEF: 



What does this all mean?
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The AI industry is moving from a craftsmen to an 
industrialisation phase.  Scale and simplification is critical to AI.

http://www.bl.uk/learning/timeline/item106480.html
http://www.newlanark.org/learningzone/clitp-industrialrevolution.php 
http://historic-period-home-decor.blogspot.com/2014/10/the-american-colonial-period-decorating.htm
http://the1to1diaries.blogspot.com/2015/09/thematic-us-history-antebellum-era.htmll 
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Advise for corporates -  build a portfolio of AI use cases and 
start planning now or miss out on the quiet AI evolution

▪ AI should be applied to use cases with the following characteristics: 

1. High value 

2. Point solutions - discrete problems, not transformational or “boil the ocean” problems 

3. Existing prediction and optimisation tasks such as predicting customer churn 

4. Constrained problem space - such as a object recognition Vs general chatbots / NPL conversations 

5. Repetitive tasks - data centric tasks that are done frequently in daily organisational processes 

6. Large, quality and historic datasets ideally labelled for training that improve with time 

7. Clear data signals - the data actually has signals in the noise that are meaningful 

8. Risk reward spectrum - the successful implementation of the use case is better than the alternative  

9. Executive sponsorship.
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Advise for startups - ensure you are solving a high value 
use case and can get scale in data, capital and talent

▪ Many AI startups are B2B focused with an enterprise sales cycle of 12 - 18 months 

▪  Startups should focus on the following to maximise their chances of success: 

1. High value problems  - solve a high value use case that keeps clients awake at night 

2. Access to unique data sets especially labelled training sets 

3. Deep domain knowledge and expertise 

4. Deep pockets  

5. Access to really good AI talent 

6. Ability to bridge the engineering and commercial divide with a clear value proposition and GTM 

▪ And if nothing else you could be a valuable acquihire for the tech giants if you attract talent 

▪ But a lot of startups will hit pay dirt in this gold rush as we move to industrial scale.
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Advise for investors - ensure your investments have 
defensibility and scale in a fast evolving and ill defined industry

▪ Investors should be wary of AI investment opportunities as they are harder to evaluate.  Why? 

1. They are often based on academics and their research  

2. They are often“deep tech” and it is hard to find real experts to opine  

3. Scale is critical to AI startups and data scale is often with incumbent corporates 

4. Go-to-Market (GTM) paths are less clear and lack the relative simplicity of B2C business unit 
economics expressed in terms of Cost-per-Click (CPC), conversion, Customer Life-time Value 
(CLV), etc 

5. The market dynamics are moving very quickly with an industry moving from “craftsmen” to 
“industrialisation” phase 

6. There is a massive talent war and it is not clear where talent will go especially with massive 
cheques being written by the tech giants.
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The tech giants are the “picks and shovels” of this gold rush. 
Many small gold diggers will hit pay dirt. 

▪ The corporates are well positioned with their historic data sets and scale 

▪ Fortune favours the brave and the big but is not for the faint hearted 

▪ Or if nothing else get or leverage that PhD in AI.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-07/just-how-shallow-is-the-artificial-intelligence-talent-pool



Scale is the name of the game in AI! 

Questions?



Come explore our 600+ use cases and 850+ case studies: 

www.bestpractice.ai 

Sign up for a free subscription 

Submit your case studies 

To read more about this topic: 
https://towardsdatascience.com/who-is-going-to-make-money-in-ai-part-i-77a2f30b8cef  



Simon Greenman 

Partner, Best Practice AI
www.bestpractice.ai 

simon @ bestpractice.ai  
@sgreenman  

+44 7824 557979 

* free 3 month subscription


